• Formed steel pressure cap.
• Heavy gauge formed steel mounting base.
• Heavy-duty nylon reinforced diaphragms.
• Mounting studs, grade 5, heat treated and plated.
• Low-profile design.
• Suitable for s-cam and disc brake applications.
• Available in 1.75, 2.25, 2.50 and 3.00 inch stroke models.
MGM offers two service chambers, the CS16LH and CS20L, that are totally sealed for safety and for applications where space is at a premium. The CS16LH also has a 4.75 inch mounting bolt spacing to give you added strength, increased mounting base to wing bracket interface, and to help standardize cam-brake wing brackets on the entire vehicle to one size.

CSS16LH (shown)  Totally sealed

C30L3 (shown)